Abstract: The concept of isochronous mass spectrometry (IMS) applying two time-of-flight (TOF) detectors originated many years ago at GSI. However, the corresponding method for data analysis has never been discussed in detail. Recently, two TOF detectors have been installed at CSRe and the new working mode of the ring is under test. In this paper, a data analysis method for this mode is introduced and tested with a series of simulations. The results show that the new IMS method can significantly improve mass resolving power via the additional velocity information of stored ions. This improvement is especially important for nuclides with Lorentz factor γ-value far away from the transition point γt of the storage ring CSRe.
Introduction
Nuclear masses play an essential role in our understanding of nuclear structure far from the valley of stability and origin of elements in the cosmos [1] . However, precision mass measurements of exotic nuclei are strongly restricted by their low production rates and short halflives. Isochronous mass spectrometry (IMS) based on a heavy-ion storage ring, which was pioneered in the early 2000s at ESR-GSI in Darmstadat [2, 3] and then also successfully performed at CSRe-IMP in Lanzhou [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , has been proven to be a powerful tool for mass measurements of short-lived exotic nuclei. In particular, since the revolution times of stored ions can be measured with a time-of-flight (TOF) detector [9] , nuclei with half-lives as short as a few tens of microseconds can be measured. In an IMS experiment, the exotic nuclei are produced and separated with a fragment separator and then stored in a storage ring.
The revolution times (T ) of ions stored in a storage ring are a function of their mass-over-charge ratios (m/q) and velocities (v) in the first order approximation [10, 11] as follows:
where α p is the momentum compaction factor, which is defined as
connecting the relative variation of the close orbit length of stored ions and the relative variation of their magnetic rigidity. γ t is the so-called transition point of the ring [10] .
According to Eq. (1), it is clear that the nuclear masses of stored ions can be determined from their revolution times when the second term on the right hand side is negligible [10] . One technique is to reduce the velocity spread of the stored ions to the level of σ v /v ≈ 10 −7 [12] by means of an electron cooling device. This is so-called Schottky Mass Spectrometry (SMS) [10] , where the revolution times are measured non-destructively with Schottky pick-ups. Another technique is to tune the velocity of the target ion so as to fulfil the γ = γ t condition, where γ is the Lorentz factor of that ion. This is socalled Isochronous Mass Spectrometry [2, 3] , where the ion's revolution time does not depend on its velocity in the first order approximation. For a given species of ions, the relative difference of its revolution time ∆T T is determined by its velocity difference as described in Eq.(2) [10] :
where ∆p/p = γ 2 ∆v/v is the momentum difference, and
is the so-called phase slip factor [10] . ∆p/p is limited by the Bρ acceptance and is almost the same for all ion species, while the η-values of different ion species vary significantly depending on their mean velocities or their m/q ratios.
From Eq.(1) and (2), the mass resolving power can be defined as [1] :
Therefore, the mass resolving power for each ion species depends critically on the phase-slip factor η and the relative momentum difference σp p of the stored ions. The larger |η| is, the poorer mass resolving power will be. In our recent IMS experiments conducted at CSRe, the momentum acceptance of the storage ring CSRe was about ±2 × 10 −3 [5] . In consequence, the so-called isochronous window, where isochronous conditions were best fulfilled, namely a relatively small η, was defined in the revolution time spectrum. Only nuclides within that window were used in the further mass determination.
In order to improve the mass resolving power and to expand the usable range of the revolution time spectrum, several approaches were explored. The first is the Bρ-tagging method which was realized at the FRS-ESR facility at GSI [13] [14] [15] . During that experiment, the momentum acceptance was limited to ∆p p = 5 × 10 −5 by utilizing a pair of slits at the second dispersive focal plane of the fragment separator FRS. The shortcoming of this method is that the transmission efficiency of the secondary beam is greatly reduced due to smaller acceptance through the fragment separator. So this method is not suitable for the mass measurements of ions with extremely low yields.
Another technique is being developed at the storage ring RI-RING which is under construction in RIKEN [16] . The velocity of each ion is measured in the beam line [16] , before injection into the ring. The effect of non-isochronicity can be corrected with velocities of ions [16] .
Another idea has been proposed to measure the velocities of stored ions in the ring [13, 17] , employing two TOF detectors installed in a straight section of the ring. On the basis of this idea, we have developed an upgraded IMS technique with two TOF detectors. The revolution times of the stored ions can be corrected properly via the additional velocity information obtained from the two TOF-detectors. Thus, the mass resolving power can significantly be improved while there is no need to limit the transmission efficiency of the secondary beam.
In this paper, we outline the principles of a new data analysis method describing how to apply the velocity information to the revolution times. The new method is tested with the aid of simulation. The motions of the stored ions were simulated with a newly developed software called SimCSRe [18] . Results obtained from the simulation data showed that the new IMS method can significantly improve mass resolving power. In order to measure the velocities of stored ions, two TOF detectors with identical design were installed in the straight section of CSRe as shown in Fig. 1 [19] . Between these two detectors, there is no dipole magnet and the distance is 17831 mm. Each detector consists of a carbon foil and a set of micro-channel-plates (MCP) which collects secondary electrons released from the foil when stored ions pass through. More details of the detectors can be found in Refs [9, 21, 22] .
Principles of IMS with two TOF detectors.
When an ion circulates in the storage ring, its closed orbit is determined by its magnetic rigidity. For a given ion species, the faster ions always circulate in the longer orbits while the slower ones move in the correspondingly shorter orbits. If the ring is set in the isochronous mode for this ion species, the difference of the orbit lengths shall compensate exactly the difference of velocities, making the revolution times independent of the velocities. In the IMS measurements, ions with a broad range of m/q values are injected and stored in the ring simultaneously. These ions have very different velocities, while they circulate in similar orbits around the central orbit and within the acceptance of the ring. For an ion species that does not fulfill the isochronous condition, the revolution times are different for different orbits or different magnetic rigidities.
To describe the principles of the IMS with two TOF detectors, the revolution times of any given ion species are considered. Because there is no bending component in the straight section, the length of flight path between the two detectors is approximately the same for all ions. The velocity of one ion v i can be measured with the two TOF detectors, and is defined as follow:
where L is the path length of ions that fly over the two TOF detectors, and t i,T OF 1 , t i,T OF 2 are the time stamps recorded by the two TOF detectors respectively. The total orbit length C i of one ion can be determined to be:
where T i is the revolution time. Let us define one reference orbit with length of C 0 , and the velocity of that ion circulating in this orbit is v 0 . The relationship between the orbits C 0 and C i is described as follows:
Therefore, the revolution time T 0 of this ion in the reference orbit C 0 is:
The revolution times of ions in any orbit can be converted to the revolution time corresponding to the same reference orbit C 0 . In another word, the revolution times for ions with the same magnetic rigidity are obtained. In this way the time resolution, and consequently the mass resolution, for all ions can be improved.
In principle, the reference orbit C 0 can be defined arbitrarily, without influencing the final results. In the following analysis, the central orbit of CSRe is chosen as the reference.
In reality, an ion's orbit fluctuates around the closed orbit, with the amplitude of the fluctuation depending on the emittance. In consequence, the revolution times vary turn by turn. However, the revolution time over many turns is on average determined as the length of the closed orbit divided by its velocity. Since the energy losses of the ions in the TOF detectors are minor, the revolution times for different turns have little variation due to energy loss. In the measurements, the signals for one ion are recorded for around 300 revolution turns. In this analysis, the mean values of revolution time and velocity averaged over a total of 300 turns are used although in the real experiment, it is not feasible to obtain this kind of average because the typical detection efficiency is only 20−70%. However, the standard fitting procedure which was applied in the data analysis for real experimental data [20] will obtain the same results. A simulation was conducted to test the principles of the upgraded IMS using two TOF detectors. Sixdimensional phase-space linear transmission theory was employed to simulate the motion of stored ions in the experimental storage ring CSRe. CSRe is composed of 144 elements and each element is represented by a 6-by-6-dimension first-order transfer matrix M . The basic algorithm is B f = M B i , where B i and B f are six dimensional phase-space vectors of ions at the entrance and exit of each element of the CSRe lattice, respectively.
The betatron motion of ions in the CSRe is simulated. The beam emittance, thickness of carbon foil, and size of carbon foil are also included in the simulation. The details of simulations can be found in Ref [18] . The simulation reproduces the experimental results very well. Fig. 2 displays beam envelopes of the present isochronous mode of CSRe [23] calculated from the simulation program. As can be seen from the figure, the horizontal envelope at the position where the two TOF detectors are installed is very large.
In the simulation γ t is not an explicit parameter, while its value can be calculated according to the definition. The γ t value is shown as a function of the magnetic rigidity in Fig. 3 . The distribution can be fine-tuned with higher-order optical components [24, 25] , which are not included in the simulation. We can see in the discussion that the inhomogeneous distribution of γ t dose not have much influence on the results. In our simulation, each ion circulates 300 turns and loses energy in both TOF detectors when passing through their foils. The energy loss of each ion is calculated using the program LISE++ [26] applying ATIMA program including L-S theory. The detailed description of that program can be found in Ref [27] . For simplicity, the energy loss of a certain ion species at every revolution of any injection is assumed to be constant. The intrinsic time resolution of both TOF detectors is set to be 30 ps, comparable to the experimental value [21, 22] .
The simulated data were analyzed in two steps. Firstly, time information from only one TOF detector was analysed, which can be regarded as the traditional one-TOF IMS. The revolution times were extracted from the simulated data using the same data-analysis procedure as in the real experiments [20] . Secondly, the extracted revolution times of the stored ions were corrected by using the velocities obtained from two TOF detectors.
Details of the data analysis
Due to the relatively large dispersion at the positions where our two time-of-flight detectors were installed, we did two simulations. One is for TOF detectors with a carbon foil of 40 mm in diameter, which is the actual size of our present TOF detector. The other is for a virtual detector with a carbon foil of 100 mm. Under this condition, all ions within Bρ acceptance ±0.2% can be stored in the ring, which is comparable to the practical Bρ acceptance of our former IMS experiment [5] . In the simulation, the setting of the ring is the same as in the real experiment with 58 Ni as the primary beam. The γ t of CSRe is set to be 1.395 and the mean Bρ is set to be 5.6770 Tm. From our simulation, the time stamps of every ion passing through both TOF detectors can be obtained. Fig. 4 (a) displays the time stamps from one TOF detector versus the corresponding revolution number for an 15 O 8+ ion in a single injection. The obtained time stamps are fitted with a second order polynomial function of the revolution number. The revolution time of each ion is extracted from the slope of the fitting function at the 35 th revolution [4] . The velocity is calculated by using Eq. (4). The flight time between two TOF detectors was obtained from revolution time stamps of both TOF detectors at the same turn. In real experiments as well as in our simulations, the path lengths of the stored ions that fly over the straight section change turn-by-turn due to the betatron oscillation. Fig. 5 shows the path lengths of this 15 O
8+
ion passing over the two TOF detectors at each revolution. The path length can not be known in the real experiments. In the data analysis for simulations, the path lengths are all assumed to be equal to the geometrical distance between the two TOF detectors of 17831 mm. In the IMS using two TOF detectors with carbon foils of 100 mm, the maximum relative error of the velocity cause by this assumption for the path length is about ∆L/L = 1.6×10 −5 . The intrinsic time resolution of both TOF detectors is 30 ps, and the flight time between the two TOF detectors is about 85 ns. The relative error caused by the TOF detectors is σ t /t = 30× √ 2×10 −3 /85 = 5.0×10 −4 . This is at least 30 times larger than ∆L/L. . This number is consistent with σ t /t as mentioned above. We can conclude that the limitation to velocity determination is mainly due to the performance of TOF detectors in our simulations. In other words, the assumption for the path length is reasonable.
For every ion stored in the CSRe, its average revolution time and average velocity over 300 revolutions can be extracted. Its average orbital length can be calculated using Eq. (5). Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 7 (a) The revolution times can be corrected to that corresponding to the central orbit as described in Eq. (8) .
The transition point γ t is set to be 1.395. 25 Al 13+ ions . We should note that the actual size of carbon foil of the present TOF detector is only 40 mm in diameter, which will limit the momentum acceptance if the two TOF detectors are installed at the position as indicated in Fig. 1 . Therefore, a larger size TOF detector is under development. Fig. 8 displays the comparison between the original average revolution time spectrum and the corrected revolution time spectrum for all ions species from simulations with different TOF parameters. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , smaller standard deviation σ T for all nuclides is achieved with one TOF detector with Φ = 40 mm (black open triangles) compared to that with Φ = 100 mm (black open circles). This is due to the smaller size of TOF detectors resulting in the reduction of momentum acceptance in the CSRe. This effect is similar to the effect of the Bρ-tagging method before injection into the storage ring [13] [14] [15] , which is at the cost of largely reduced acceptance.
The σ T of all nuclides obtained from two TOF detectors with Φ = 100 mm (red crosses) are reduced by about 5 times while those from two TOF detectors with Φ = 40 mm (red solid triangles) are reduced by about 2 times compared to the respective results for a single TOF. However, the σ T of all nuclides obtained from two TOF detectors are almost the same, even though the momentum acceptance in the former simulation is much larger than in the latter. Within the same beam time, a larger momentum acceptance in the CSRe will lead to higher statistics. Therefore, in order to improve the performance of IMS with two TOF detectors, a larger size TOF detector or a new lattice with smaller beam envelope at the straight section, which will result in a large momentum acceptance, is very beneficial and thus necessary.
With this new IMS, more distinct improvement of nuclides with γ far away from γ t was achieved compared to nuclides with γ closed to γ t . It means that the upgraded IMS can significantly enlarge the isochronous window and more nuclei can be used in the mass analysis. This is very useful for the measurements for nuclei far away from β-stability. In the former data analysis, an important parameter γ t in Eq. 8 was set to be 1.395. In reality, γ t can not be known accurately in experiments. In order to explore the effect of the unknown γ t in real experimental data analysis, γ t was set to be 1.390, 1.395 and 1.400 in three data analyse for the same data. Fig. 9 presents the comparison of the results. As can be seen from that figure, if γ t is not properly set, the systematic behavior of σ T with the revolution time will be distorted. Taking this as a criterion, γ t can be scanned in the data analysis for the experimental data and a proper γ t can be obtained within the relative uncertainty of 3.6 × 10 −3 . As discussed before, the precision of velocity determination is mainly limited by the performance of the TOF detectors. According to Eq. 8, the accuracy of the correction for revolution times depends on the accuracy of the velocity determination. As a consequence, the mass resolving power of the IMS with two TOF detectors is limited by the performance of the TOF detectors. Fig. 10 illustrates the effect of intrinsic time resolution of the two TOF detectors on the mass resolving power. In the ideal case of 0 ps intrinsic time resolution, σ T is close to zero, and is almost the same for all ion species. Results from three simulations for IMS with two TOF detectors by changing the intrinsic time resolution of both TOF detectors to 30 ps, 15ps, and 0ps. The diameter of the carbon foils were 100 mm.
Summary
We have developed a new methodology for the IMS with two TOF detectors. The new method was applied to a series of simulated data. The simulated data were analyzed and the velocities of the circulating ions were extracted using the new approach. The revolution time of each ion was then corrected to the one corresponding to the reference orbit, employing the additional velocity information. The results showed that the IMS with two TOF detectors can improve the mass resolving power without limiting the acceptance of the ring. Compared to the IMS with only one TOF detector, the mass resolving power of the upgraded IMS with two TOF detectors can be significantly improved, especially for the nuclei with γ far away from γ t . The mass resolving power of the IMS with two TOF detectors is limited predominantly by the performance of the two TOF detectors.
